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FAQs RELATED TO THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL'S ONLINE POSTING OF CONCEALED 
WEAPONS PERMITS
 
SUMMARY: Recently, The Commercial Appeal has been receiving inquires about why our Web site now 
includes the public records list of those people in Tennessee who have a permit to carry a concealed 
weapon. 
Because you have expressed an interest in this issue, I’m sending you some answers to frequently asked 
questions about the online posting of public records related to who has a permit to carry a concealed 
weapon in Tennessee.
 
 Q: WHY IS THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL WEB SITE LISTING THE NAMES OF PEOPLE WHO ARE 
LICENSED IN TENNESSEE TO CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON?
A: Two reasons.
First, we had questions from readers about whether the gunman, who shot and killed a man at a Memphis 
Mall over a dispute about whether the dead man's SUV was parked too close to his car, had a Tennessee 
concealed weapon permit.  

[This is why gun owners and especially permit holders always need to be at a higher standard. We are always 
under scrutiny.]

That the news event and the question about the concealed weapons permit led us to believe that readers 
wanted to know, at this particular point in time, who else in Memphis and Tennessee has a permit to carry 
a concealed weapon. And apparently people are interested. The list of those records has now become the 
most viewed database we have online. 

And that’s the second reason we decided to put the list up online. 

We're in the news and information business. [It's all about the $$$, we don't care if people might be hurt by 
our actions as long as we make a profit.] In pint, we tell stories, like the story about the shooting related to 
the parking argument.  Online, we increasingly are about offering up local data and information. The 
combination of news in print and data online gives people an even better understanding of their 
communities and let's people dig deeper into issues. 

So, we have begun gathering different databases for our Web site to support our news reporting in print, 
and give the public access to records, listings, and other data when they need it.  That's why we've added 
databases about everything from local restaurant cleanliness, to Army recruits from our area, to scores 
from every Memphis Tigers basketball game since the 1920s. All of these records, including the concealed 
weapons permits, are public and legally available.
[This is also why we need to press our legislators to enact privacy legislation restricting this information from 
being released to the public.]



 
Q: WHO WOULD WANT TO KNOW ABOUT CONCEALED WEAPON PERMITS?
A: All sorts of regular citizens could be interested in these lists. For example, new moms may want to find 
out which households in the neighborhood have owners with concealed weapons so they can have a 
conversation about the guns before sending a child to stay overnight. School officials may want to know if 
any staff has permits to carry. [So they can fire them in breach of their Constitutional rights.] Business 
people may want to sell gun owners other products, like burglar alarm systems. [Unrequested solicitation, 
SPAM.] Everyday people may simply be curious about who among their friends has a permit to carry a 
gun.  [And the unmentioned: Criminals looking to steal crimes to perpetrate further violence on others. 
Deranged violent ex-b/f's, husbands, lovers who are stalking their former significant others and were 
previously unaware of their location until they searched said database.]
 
Q: ISN'T THIS LIST A LICENSE FOR CRIMINALS TO COME AND TRY TO STEAL GUNS?
A; No. We know of no evidence that criminals are looking at computerized records lists to decide where to 
commit crimes. Gun thieves take advantage of opportunities wherever they find them to get guns - from 
street gangs, unoccupied cars, gun dealers, etc.  And since a majority of households in Memphis probably 
have a gun inside, even though only a small fraction of those households have anyone who has a permit to 
carry a concealed weapon, criminals don't need a list to find a house with a gun. And think about it. If a 
crook knew a house did have someone living there who had a permit to carry a concealed weapon, 
wouldn't the crook actually be less likely to hit that house? [No, they'd be far more likely to hit that house. 
They would simply wait until they saw everyone leave. Knowing that many permit holders have multiple 
firearms, and many do not carry all the time.]
 

Q: AREN'T YOU PUTTING PEOPLE WHO HAVE THESE PERMITS AT RISK OF HARM?
A: No. There is no evidence that access to the list of gun permit names adds to personal risk. Being on the 
list or having the list published doesn't make anybody a criminal. And, people who get a permit for a 
concealed weapon obviously still have their guns and retain their ability to defend themselves  - regardless 
of whether the permit list is published.  And, the list our web site posted online doesn't contain addresses, 
birthdates or phone numbers.  [Providing name, town, zip, and birth year still provides a tremendous 
amount of information for identity recognition and/or theft.]
  
Q: ISN'T THIS AN INVASION OF PRIVACY?
No.  There was no promise of privacy given when the state law passed that requires a permit to carry a 
concealed weapon. The form used to apply for the concealed weapon permit clearly states that the permit 
is a public document.  The reason is that this country is an open, free nation where we emphasize personal 
freedoms and balance those freedoms with personal responsibility. Owning a gun is a right, but that right 
brings some responsibilities for gun owners. One of those responsibilities is agreeing to be part of the 
public record of who is licensed to carry a concealed weapon. The record is important so that law 
enforcement, schools, businesses, hospitals and others can get a snapshot, when needed, of who may be 
packing a gun. And, once a concealed weapon comes out at a school, a business, or on the street, what 
happens next with that gun is a matter of public concern to everyone.
[Shows that the legislation is poor. In order to protect yourself, you need a permit. And getting said permit 



will expose your private personal details.  Snapshot, equates to profiling. I thought profiling was wrong.  And 
why do schools, businesses, hospitals need such profiling information.]
 
Q: SHOULDN'T I BE SCARED THAT THE PUBLICATION OF THIS LIST PUTS ME IN DANGER?
A: No. The list has been part of the public record for years in Tennessee. And, the list on the newspaper's 
Web site doesn't include addresses, social security numbers, phone numbers or birthdates. So it's highly 
unlikely that the list will endanger anyone or allow anyone's personal identity to be stolen. If you have your 
name in the phone book, or have voted, or have ever used a credit card to pay for a dinner out, you have 
shared more personal information and run a greater risk of identity theft, than by having you name on the 
concealed weapons permit list.
[Highly unlikely based on mere opinion. And even they are unwilling to say there is no chance what-so-ever. 
Btw, I do not have my name in the phone book.]
 
Q:  THE CONSTITUTION GIVES ME THE RIGHT TO HAVE A GUN AND ISN'T THE PAPER 
ANTI-GUN?
A: We're not anti-gun at the newspaper. We recognize the effort and respect those who are trained to use 
firearms and have taken the step of getting a permit to carry a gun. We wholeheartedly agree that the 
constitution gives Americas the right to bear arms, assuming we've not been convicted of a crime, aren't 
mentally ill, or a threat to society. The newspaper would use every last barrel ink to defend the right to bear 
arms. We're all about defending the constitution, including the First Amendment, which gives Americans 
the right to public information and the right to think differently about all kinds of issues - including guns.
 
 Q: I'M MAD AT THE PAPER AND AM WONDER WHETHER I SHOULD CANCEL MY 
SUBSCRIPTION?
A: We sincerely hope you don't cancel. We have a lot of important information and news about Greater 
Memphis in the paper every day. If you are interested in gun rights and related public issues, it's important 
that you stay up with current events. Running the list of who has a permit to carry a gun isn't adding to the 
crime problem, or putting people in danger. The list gives you some news about your community.  That's 
our job.
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